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101Q.: What is the way of working against those suggestions 
inwardly?



Q.: What is the105 best way to remove a false impression of the 
mind?



119Q.: Will you please explain why some people always seem 
to prefer the opposite to a given suggestion. 





mureeds,





















Q.: What is the second law for recognizing illusion? 





Q.: Reality must carry the impression136 of illusion, must it 
not? Such as [the] soul learning by experience in its body?

Q.: Is abstract thought [a method]139 to know the reality? 









seek ye the kingdom of God first22 and 



all will be added unto ye23







Q.: How can one make God a reality? 
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Q.: Do you mean we are able to do anything if we choose to 
make the effort?



Q.: How can one get belief?





mureed



Murshid





















Q.: Through what actions is it that spirit turns into nature109

Nada
Brahma



Q.: What is death to the spirit?

Q.: Which is the danger for humanity against which the 
Message has come to warn?



Q.: 118Like in the sky, does the pure capacity119 exist in man 
also?

Masnavi

Q.: [Would]126 you identify vacuum with spirit?



Q.: What is the reason that causes the flowers to fade when 
touched by some people? 

Q.: Why substance must come from vacuum and learn to know 
when vibration is already the all-knowing state?























Q.: Do you think there are real mystics here in Europe, or is 
life too much mix up112 to make them real?



Q.: Would you explain the difference between mysticism and 
occultism?  





Cherags



Q.: Please show proof that our ritual does not represent one 
sect but all sects, not one scripture but all scriptures
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Q.: 109I hate my name; it hurts me to hear it. 

Q.: How shall ever a father or a mother know how to call the 
new born child for helping it in life? 

Q.: Are people in the East not more easily subject to 
suggestion than in the more materialistic West? 



Q.: Can you conquer123 [overcome]124 by suggestion?

Q.: How can one keep a bad suggestion out of one’s mind? 



Q.: A person who has little belief in life, if you give him a name 
that suggests belief, can that help him? 

Q.: What would you think 134 would be best to do with people 
who act against the law of the State, of putting them in prison?  

Q.: [Was it not that the]136 person whose name was ‘torture’ 
had something of it in his life?





mureed

Murshid





Khoda15







akasha;













Q.: Is the human capacity of understanding a form of 
vibration?

Q.: But akasha gets129 resonance of our rhythm?



Q.: Can the soul be called a capacity?

Q.: What do the capacities or akasha142 in human body look 
like; are they like little holes? 



Q.: Is there air in them? 

Q.: What is the reason that I am left-handed? 

Q.: Will you please tell us what is meant by the phrase: 
reading the akashic records? 



Q.: Does capacity result from the [opposition]164 of vacuum 
and matter165?



Q.: Is capacity the possibility of knowing? Is this knowing 
there the re-awakening of spirit?  

Q.: If so, does not the greater opposition give the greater 
realization of spirit? Is this not so also? For instance, by the 
opposition of peace and war? 



Q.: Has vacuum anything to do with space over175 form? 

Q.: So, is it not something spiritual, something which is more 
nothing, like what was before creation? 

Q.: Can you say for matter and vacuum positivity185 and 
negative or inversed? 















Q.: If a mystic has fallen under the level of his ideal, what is 
best for him to do to require his former level?  



Q.: Are pride and humility not two sides of one quality? 
[Are]87 they not the proud 88 who are humble?

Q.: Is for the mystic the whole cosmos in the end not a 
phenomenon that has no reality? 



Q.: Is in the end the whole ideas92 of planes of evolution of the 
soul not a reality from a limited point of view, and in reality 
there is the one, undivided being, eternally existing?



Q.: Are pride and humility in this way for the mystic his 
positive and negative103 form of worship? 

Q.: Does the mystic on his way realize the third, perhaps even 
the fourth dimension?
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Mantra Yoga 





Q.: What is Mantra Yoga?

Q.: There are two theories in sciences about the origin of man, 
that the human race should have descended from one single 
couple. And the other theory is that the race should have 
descended of more couples from several places of the globe.

Q.: Was the first human being at the same time a Rasul? 

A prayer misused in Tibet?



Q.: Where is the limitation between suggestion and instinct? 
Example:74understanding of the human words by [animals]75.

Q.: Is it true that there are dangerous words? Can you not 
warn us against them? 

Q.: Has the spoken [word]84 a greater potency than silent 
concentration? 



Q.: Is it not the reason why people do not listen to repeated 
word that we try to hammer the thoughts into them by raising 
our voice?

Q.: Do91 the activity of vibrations become slower as they 
materialize? 

Q.: Is it necessary to know the meaning of the sacred words 
one repeats? 

Q.: Do the names we are called by affect us in any way? 



Q.: Is it 94akasha, the95 negative of God?



mureed
murshid













Wazifa





mureed

Q.: For each person a special wazifa? 
murshid



Q.: The moment that man wishes to have something and God 
does not wish to give it, what is then happening? Is 25 God 
forced to give what he wishes by the wazifa?

[Q.:]27 It gives, only no strength? 

Q.: Is the power of the wazifa not spoiled if you do not keep 
silent about it?



[Q.:]32 If a person33 very busy34 has35 to say36 thousand times, 
just a moment, he will37 travelling; better to say it than in 
interrupt moments, if he has no opportunity for the half-hour 
silence?  

Q.: Why never it may41 end on a zero, with ten, or twenty?



Q.: Is sitting cross-leg47 always better than other positions? 

[Q.:]50 Does it make a very great difference if the person does 
not know exactly the meaning of the wazifa 51 ? 

[Q.:] Often the thought is very difficult to bring in a form. 
[You]53 gave me an explanation of a wazifa. It was very 
difficult for me to make the meaning of it. It was not for a 
special thing, but to give something, but without the 
prescription: 54 “success in any way”. Then55 very difficult to 
make a clear conception of it. 



Q.: I thought it was [symbolical]58?

Q.: Why people have fear for some animals of the lower 
creation, for a spider? I find on59 [my]60 room a very great 
spider; that really I61 was shocked by it and I cast it from me. 
There is a belief that if you see [a]62 spider in the morning, it 
will give grief. At63 the midst of the day, it gives pleasure. At 
the end of the day, it gives hope. What is64 these animals give? 



Q.: There are many sea animals which are on the same level 
which gives66 us not that feeling. 

[Q.:]69Every person has a special horror for a certain insect? 



Q.: Give you importance to the fact itself that you find the 
spider, or is it only the reflection only83?

Q.: Then is there no impression, not even automatic 
impression to a person who says wazifa without knowing what 
it means?

Q.: If you cannot do it in the day when you are travelling, then 
rather leave it86?

fikar



Q.: Is the91 connection between the ninety-nine [names]92 of 
God and the ninety-nine wazifas?



[Q.:]100 But why are there ninety-nine? 

[Q.:]103 About the language, why it are all Arabic words?

rasul.
sthira108



[Q.:]111 Then it is a very important Karmic thing what name 
we have?

Q.: In the Western world for long centuries ago there must 
have been also prophetic schools and words of power. Will it 
have been the same?  





Q.: The fact that certain words have lost their strength, is it 
not because they have not been kept secret?  

[Q.:]134 How can you explain that in France135 not136 many 
mystics? More mystics in the North, Sweden, etc.?  



Q.: Still, it must be done? 

Q.: What about the people who have in fact both these 
inclinations in them, 143 action and quiet144 life?

 [Q.:]147 Young action, old mystical side?



[Q.:] Are we now having the fifth circle finish148?

[Q.:] Is not a new race now coming?  

[Q.:] It will [come]154 to an end



Q.: When there comes an end of this creation, then if I have 
your good 157 God has nothing more to be conscious about 
himself. When God is not conscious about himself, who is then 
conscious about anything?

Q.: Is it right that if creation is at its end? 158

Q.: What do you mean [when]159 you said there comes an end 
to all?













Q.: What is the medicine made of rose leaves? What good it 
does?

Q.: Is the difference in vibrations of 88 dead and living bodies 
a difference of rate of vibrations or direction, and does it form 
different geometrical figures? 



Q.: Is it possible to change faulty vibrations, and how can this 
be done?



Q.: Why should it take thousand98 of years to develop the 
vibrating system of healing? Is it not possible to be effective in 
less than that?

Q.: Is the effect of vibrations on our bodies different [in]100

eating greens or raw vegetables, 101or dry or cooked 
vegetables? Should we consider it? 

Q.: Are the vibrations of [life]103 and motion composed of 
[electricity]104?



Q.: Do you mean with vibrations all sorts of movement do, as 
for instance the rotation of the planets, the circulation of the 
blood?

Q.: Is illness, trial, 118 sent 119us from God? 



Q.: Do vibrations create the forms, or does consciousness 
perceive them as forms? 



Zikr

mureed







akasha





[Q.: What time is best for external Zikr? ]49?

Q.: Do it in the dark?

[Q.]53 ...54 solar plexus and heart? 



Q.: We have five centres. 65 Will you [name]66 them?

samadhi

Arsh69 Kursi



Lawh]70 Qalam [Arsh-ul-Azam]71.

[Q.]72 ....there was at the root of the spine, [what is 
Kundalini?]73

[Q.] What is the best time for prayer, in the early morning? 

Q.: Is there a difference?  

Q.: Better to have a dim light, but when meditate in rising 
sun77?



[Q.]84... for young people the morning is better? 















When I have 
become you and when you have become me, when I have 
become the90 body and you have become the91 soul, then 
Beloved, there is no difference of I and You



Q.: A Western philosopher has said man’s love for God is a 
part of the love in which God loves himself. 112 Is that true? 

Q.: If self-effacement is the end of the path, then one may say 
that the Christian point of view, treading the path from the 
beginning till the end by the way of self-effacement, is 
teaching116 things too strongly?





Q.: If one has brought with him on earth as a gift, the 
realization of God in going from childhood on through these 
stages, how is it with his weaknesses137 although [they are]138

so difficult to overcome?  



Q.: What is the meaning of what the Christian calls145: sin 
against the Holy Ghost? They say it is the only sin which must 
not be146 forgiven147















Q.: What is the distinction between inertia and the disposition 
you have characterized as the second path? 



Q.: But in the end, when we look at the events when they 
happened must we not say that all is done according to the will 
of God?

Q.: Is destiny walking sometime63 [blindly]64 then, like the man 
walking in his sleep? 





Q76.: Is one of the three ways,77 the one of the cross,78 the 
happy and satisfactory way? 



Cherags

















Q.: Is it not true that many people control the77 movements and 
so disguise their character, as we are taught in the West 



perhaps too much? I was not allowed to move my arms, and 
not even to shiver. 

Q.: By [repressing]81 the movement can one learn in time to 
overcome the thought or feeling that gives82 rise to it? 



Q.: How can we know which movements are good or which 
movements have destructive effects?  



Q.: Does on the same principle there [were]96 all the customs 
and ceremonies of the ancient people that seem so strange to 
the Western world? 

Q.: 98Will you, from a psychological point of view, explain the 
99Eastern way of calling people and the Western way of calling 
them?

Q.: In Italy, the movement in asking a person is the same as in 
the East; this causes misunderstanding. 



Q.: People with much temperament make usually more 
movements in all they do or say as the [quieter]106 natures. Is 
this all right or has it to be limited? 

Q.: Will the general aspect of life become more as in ancient 
times? Will material conditions become more simple and less 
complicated?



mureeds

Gayatris











Saum Salat











mureed

 zikr4







29Q.: Why is the crescent moon turned with the hollow to the 
star? Because actually the round30 side of the moon is turned 
to the sun. 



















Q.: Does each person vibrate to a particular rhythm?

Q.: Will you please tell us the quality of certain colours, such 
as blue and green and yellow?



Q.: Are not artists great healers? Should they not be healers? 

Q.: Have devils a messenger?

Q.: Have devils initiations?  

Q.: Have [devils]111 souls?

Q.: Does the inner sense perceive a colour as a colour, or does 
it perceive a certain motion which can be measured by 
number?

Q.: How does a feeling of depression, without apparent 
reason, sometimes caused by a friend or soul [from]113 a 



[distance]114, [affect]115 the centre of our being, technically 
explained?  

Q.: Please, will you tell me why sometimes you have a so great 
preference for a colour that it is like an obligation to use it in 
your costumes, if you must follow this taste? 123



Q.: How can there exist a world without numbers? 

Q.: Can you explain how it is that a person may come into an 
environment that he knows is pervaded by the highest 
vibrations, yet instead of feeling exalted, he is irritated?



Q.: What kind of colours should be used for the palace of a 
queen?

Q.: If perfect harmony of vibrations in all atoms of the body 
through sound, colour, and feeling, what about the deaf and 
blind?

Q.: Do the different senses, such as ear, eye, nose by which the 
vibrations are taken in, differ in quality?















Q.: In a great public there must always be persons which are 
adversaries; or one is sitting there, one there, one there. How 
not to look at them? 

[Q.:]65 If there is a person who would really like to disturb you 
66 and is [hiding himself]67, but you feel the presence? 68

Q.: Does it matter speaking to an invisible person? Some 
people cannot bear to look at the audience. 



Q.: 74methods75, the in-between method, 76not writing 
everything down, but making a few notes?  

Q.: Is [it]77 a good thing to think about the subject beforehand, 
even if you are going to speak without [writing it down first]78?

[Q.: Is it]79 more powerful not to repeat?

Q.: It is more80 difficult to make a finish than to make a 
beginning? 81 The finish must be a climax to find a real end? 





102[Q.:] How can you shut yourself from what one feels103?

Q.: There are always persons who do not agree with our 
Message. We must not think of them?

Q.: Do you think it is good to use106 a prayer before speaking? 



Q.: Can you show109 something on the working of inspiration. 
Sometimes they come110 111  in such queer moments when 
doing something very material112?

Q.: I have heard of one of your mureeds; he does not prepare 
anything. He knows that everything will come through you. Of 
course that is not in a psycho-physical116 line; it is another 
line. It is very grand. 

[Q.:]117 What is the correct attitude in order to get the 
inspiration at the moment? Is it the negative attitude?



Q.: I think the greatest difficulty is when one has a negative 
attitude to control at the same time with his intellect what he 
says. How to be negative and positive at the same time? 



Q.: Does it matter if the inspiration comes days or week129

beforehand, and use it later in a lecture? [Is]130 that equally 
forcible? 

Q.: How can one call for inspiration?  

[Q.:]132 You do not propose to it any subject? [Leave it]133 it 
to come?



Rasul









Q.: Who was the first whom63 we can call Rasul, over64 what 
stage of evolution of humanity did he appear? 

Q.: Do animals and birds profit by the coming on earth of a 
messenger; will you explain how? 

Q.: Can you give an explanation of the Christian mystic ideal, 
especially the Roman Catholic, 66the Father and the Christ?





Cherags



Q.: What answer should one give to the person who says that 
good living is better than forms of worship? 



Q.: What answer shall we give to those who say they don’t 
want new forms? 

Q.: The question is sometimes asked: what does your church 
offer, only worship? Or does it give some definite way to 
salvation?



Q.: Is there a special gift in ordination? 













Q.: Would you explain 52difference between renunciation and 
sacrifice?  



Q.: Will you explain on what principle the law of Karma 
reposes55?











Masnavi

Q.: Can we say that the ego is an 62 auto-suggestion63?

I

I.



Q.: I do not think we must conclude that objects like the sword 
you spoke of have a mind [or]69 heart. It is with them, as with 
the strings of the violin, which get penetrated with the 
magnetism of the player, as explained in one of the Gathas. 

Q.: Sometime74 when meeting a friend, not quite well, if you 
say: you do not look so bad, he is offended; often it happens. 
What is to be done there75 with a person who likes to be ill in 
that way?



Q.: Is it the magnetism of our suggestion that makes the atoms 
of object81 vibrate, 82 or how is it? 83 Objects we want to 
inspire?  



Q.: Is this suggestion upon objects the cause of some miracles 
and mystic performances? 

Q.: Is it magic?  



mureed



















Q.: Is it39 not a gift? 

Q.: But when there is too much nervousness? 

43Q.: If you are speaking inspirationally, if you say: I will 
speak through you, in that case not prepare what to say, or 
very little?



Q.: How to get above it?

Q.: 50One feels oneself so inferior. 





Q.: Sometimes some people are very difficult to talk to. 

Q.: Is it true if one begins a speech, does he really see the sent 
audience76? I thought he looked at the audience, but did not 
see them. 



wazifa Ya Wahhabo

Q88.: Is there any special time of day which is best for this 
practice?







Q.: But how could the saint encourage the thief to tell a lie?  











akasha





Q.: Why do some quite unevolved people see auras82?

Q.: Will you tell something more of the capacity? 



Q.: How is it that some people [need]88 their eyes to listen and 
their ears to see?  

Q.: Are there not supreme and rare moments when one does 
experience through all the senses at the time, in a sort of 
ecstasy, in a flash of time? 

Q.: Is the world of atmosphere the same thing as the mental 
plane?



Q.: 91 Since all senses are in reality one sense, why is it that 
one cannot experience fully through two senses at once?

Q.: 97 Is the experience the less clear the more we go up into 
the higher plane98?

Q.: What has atmosphere to do with the living beings of the 
other plane? 

Q.: How can we counteract bad atmosphere? 



Q.: Is akasha ether? Will you explain that ether is a capacity?  

Q.: Can sound, colour and perfume to be said to be sufficient 
expressions of the same vibration101 in space, differently 
interpreted by our different senses?

Q.: Is the influence of the atmosphere of the vibrating of a 
person bound to any distance?



Q.: Is the experience of this physical plane fuller than the 
higher? Does it reveal more clearly the nature of objects?  



Gathas



Murshid

raga



Q.: For workers, that silent teaching, what must it be?

Saum Salat



Q.: Do you consider better not to speak of what is right after 
the reading of the Gathas?



When there are groups of newcomers, then it is very 
difficult to make a rule for them not to behave in such a way. 
Is it not a question for32 tact, to bring them up to that level by 
and by? If the person who leads is young and there are old 
persons in the group?





Q.: To read the same thing48 twice? 

Q.: What is the difference between the conductor and the 
leader?



Q.: Many think that as soon as they are mureed they are 
allowed to speak. 

Cherag

Q.: Is there any limit to the number of Gathas we [may]64read?  

[Q.:]66 In England, in London especially, the distances are 
very great. If we can only read one Gatha, they are very short 
sometimes; and if we are not allowed to discuss, sometimes 



people have to take two hours to come and two hours to go 
back.

Q.: Do you make a difference in the form of the Gatha class 
and the Gatheka class?

Q.: In case that people have come from very far and there is 
time still, could one not read over the first Gathas one [has]75

had?



khalif















Q.: You said the mystic knows the influence of the planets. 
Would it not be very useful, to understand ourselves better, 
that we were taught astrology?

Q.: Does nature teach the glory of God, or gives it also 
metaphysical lessons? 

Q.: As you said in the other lecture about the fact that all sound 
has a form, how many of these capacities are made when a 
certain sound is made?



Q.: Can one use music to wake the soul to mysticism? 



Q.: When in the prayer 104 it is said: Heal my body, heart and 
soul, is it meant the soul which is the divine will? Can the 
divine will of God be subject to illness?

Q.: What about the people who do not wake in this life?
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Q.: What do you mean by saying that 56if it were not for the 
moon, the sun’s light would be too severe? 

Q.: 65 Is the intelligence in its second aspect, the divine 
intelligence, the same as divine mind [or]66 spirit for 
guidance?



Q.: Is it the same divine mind [as]70 spirit of guidance?

Q.: How can one person take away another person’s 
intelligence?  

Q.: In lighting one candle from another, the first flame is not 
[diminished]72. Is this true also of the passing of intelligence 
from one person to another?

Q74.: Is this true also [of passing of]75 intelligence from one 
person to another?



Q.: Is there82 our sun, the sun of the whole universe, or, as 
taught by science, to suppose other solar systems to exist? 



Q.: What is the difference between heavenly intelligence and
spirit of guidance and divine mind? 



Q.: What is an abstraction?



 yogis  Samadhi

Q.: What is the difference between the light as only being and 
light as all knowledge? 



mureeds.



[Q.:]6  Since last six months everything has gone wrong with 
me, for7 everywhere I go the door is closed, a wall before me
Is there a planetary influence, bad luck, something wrong with 
me or with the others? Wherever I make a move, there is a 
knock against it. Now I have come to a standstill. I do not know 
where to move and what to do.







dharma







Moghuls























Q.: (? )

Q.: How does one find goodness? 



Cherags



Q: What is best and most suitable length for a sermon? 







, If those pious ones of long robes listened26

to my verse, my song, they will immediately begin to get up 
and dance. Forgive me, 
[Oh]27 pious ones, for I am drunk28 just now. 



madzub





nirvana mukti

saki











Q.: To what class does it50 magnetism, belong which is applied 
to ill persons? 





mureeds







ugly
before his death

before his passing from this earth







Q.: You mean with pause, the pause between the words and 
the sentences? 

[
]24

[A.:]27 Yes, I [think so.]28

I like to have 30 influence upon others and 31



[A.:] Yes, I have influence and I like to make that influence 
stronger.

[A.:] Even that33 my interest in occult34 is greater. But as far 
as religion can help me to

[A.:] To have influence upon others, any other thing37; to know 
the laws of nature and that I can rule and control them.  38 I 
am not a mystic at all; I like to know the thing.

[A.:] Yes.



Q.: 45Afraid of losing one’s46 freedom when under47 training 
a48 murshid?

Q.: I suppose not. But I am afraid that the influence of the 
murshid would be [felt]53 still stronger. 



Q.: How am I to know?

Q.: If perhaps one day [one thinks that]56 the teaching is not 
what I expected?

Q.: Does not a murshid see if a person is ready58?



Q.: [Mureedship]61 is 62path of bewilderment while not speak 
in plain words, [it is already so difficult to be a good 
mureed]63.













Q.: Is it right to consider the different planes of existence as 
different outlooks of the consciousness36 of one and the same 
existence?  



Q.: The objects we see reflect the light; in the dark they cannot 
be seen; how is it then that 42 they radiate? 

Q.: How can one make assimilation more complete and 
quicker, more rapid? By meditation, by concentration?



Q.: The intelligence looking through the planet, is it a genius 
or an angel? 



Q.: Can you explain more fully why you say mind in its 
intelligence is absorbed by the soul?  

Q.: Is intelligence [perceived]53 by vibrations?

Q.: Is the sun the source of the intelligence of our planet? 

Q.: As what does a physical object55 exist in [divine]56

consciousness?



Murshid



mureed

Q.: That would hold good, even in the case if you10 come in 
touch with someone who has the chance to be helped and you 
only11 can see him for one week, [also]12 then [go slowly? ]13



Q.: How can it be, in the beginning you are with someone 
whom you would like to help, you do not know how to begin. 

 [Q.:]23 Some are very difficult to reach, even those you know 
best.

Q.: Could24 you begin with sympathy, even in some common 
interest, even in an ordinary material thing?



Q.: There are types of people who are too proud to 
acknowledge that they want sympathy. Sometimes they were 
sure27 to be reached by the mind side?

Q.: 29Too much enthusiasm is30 a danger for all of us?

Q.: Is it not so more with Northern nations that they are more 
frightened of enthusiasm? In the South they rather like it. 



Q.: I think the Northern 34enthusiasm is more deep?

[Q.:]35  I have two cases of people who say that I do not tell 
them enough. Is it better not to say?

[Q.]36: [Must we not also be careful to exaggerate?



Q.: Some people say that as soon as one begins the spiritual 
path, all material things go wrong. 48Why should it be?





64Yes, palmistry and gardening; there is no connection 
between the two things. But I am afraid these two tendencies 
are never in a person, one part a person who has a liking for 
... 65Singing, perhaps I did not have the perseverance to 
practise. I have not got not66 very far. Underneath the purpose 
is to find the truth. Something that is permanent, not only of 
this world. 67I want a real purpose; I do not know what I want.

Q.: Is it true that when we have not finished all what we would 
have liked to do [in]70 our lives, that we come back to this earth 
[to fulfil our purpose]71, to develop more, or does not this form 
of reincarnation72 exist?



Q.: I have no success in life. I have tried80  many things. 

82Yes.



Q.: 86 I have been for some time a mureed and think it all very 
beautiful. It gives me a great feeling of comfort and connection 
with Murshid and the Movement. But I am a very busy person, 
but though87 I am a 88  , but I cannot say the prayers, words 
that have been invented, [even]89 by Murshid. It must be 
something made. It must come from the heart on90 something 
in a definite form. 



 [Q.:]97 Would he be happier by blindly obeying? 

Q.: 99 Somebody told me he thought if it was necessary or 
good, he preferred the only100 Arabic prayer which the 
Prophet had given.

[Q.:]104 The only thing I was afraid of with somebody who 
really could be a real help. If they all continued, there would 
not 105  to106.

















Q.: What must be renunciated86, and what not?

Q.: Is the only way to perfection through renunciation?



Q.: If a mureed renunciates himself to a master, what is the 
result?  

Q.: How does the soul come from reciprocity to beneficence?

Q.: Is not to be willing fully to sacrifice or to renounce enough 
for God; and the sacrifice is not asked 93and reward follows?



Cherags



Q.: Please explain what you mean by the pleasure and 
displeasure of God? 



Q.: Why has not a cherag to help a person to die? 

Q.: Is it desirable to make life on earth as long as possible? 



qadr

Q.: If a person calls a priest, and as in the Catholic church 
receives the sacraments, or the clergy comes and gives 
consolation, is5 that good? 

Q.: In cases of sorrow, can the cherag help people who are 
dying?



Q.: But if we are called to a dying person who is afraid of 
death?

Q.: Does the impression of fear before death remain with a 
person as fear? 

Q.: Sometimes a person is on the higher planes at the time of 
death, so should oxygen be given to call them back? 

Q.: Why is it unadvisable to commit suicide? 



Atma,
Mahatma

Paramatma













I, as an emperor, have thousands of 
slaves ready for91 my call, but since love has kindled my heart, 
I have become the slave of slaves



Nirvana

Rasul













Q.: What about the magnetism of name and title? 

Q.: Is the magnetism64 the effect of certain features and 
movements, or the features and the movements are the effect 
of magnetism?



Q.: Have objects of art a magnetism in so far they are beautiful 
or ugly?

Q.: If a person has unconscious, uncontrolled movements, how 
does he get them under control?

 yogis

Q.: If a person realizes some strong fault in his own character, 
can he change absolutely by fighting against it, or does 
something always remain of it?



Q.: Can this magnetism be seen as light?

Q.: Can magnetism be transferred in other people?

Q.: Is it permitted?  

Q.: Is it to be avoided?

Q.: Cannot ugly people have magnetism?



mureeds









Who has earned and who has spent and who has lived is 
greater than the one who has earned and who has collected 25

at the sacrifice of joy that one gains by sacrifice









Q.: The great writers have they this psychological system? Is 
it this what makes a person to a writer or novelist or roman13?



Q.: Can writing equal the spoken word?

Q.: When a person writes a book or an article that is printed 
[in]29 so many exemplars30, even this printed book conveys31

the magnetism who wrote the book? 

Q.: Even if it is mechanical print33?

Q.: So even a printed book is a living thing?  



Q.: Is it a good thing when opening 37 a letter to begin with the 
word ‘you’ 38 instead of ‘I’? 

I

Q.: Is always simplicity to be [advised]41 ?

[Q.:]45 You feel at the end of an address there must be 
something, a climax which strikes the person, a very fine 
rhythm of words?



Yours so and so

[Q.:] In our busy time   51   ?

[Q.:] Is it the lack of this psychology which makes the written 
word so misunderstood? 



[Q.:] When [one]56 writes often to the same person, 57the
ending always 58the same? 

[Q.:] Insincerity is not good; plain speaking, even that is not 
good?

[Q.:] What is psychology behind quotations? 

[Q.:] Does the magnetism of very famous people decrease or 
increase

















Q.: How is one to know what is the right rhythm?



Q.: Please give [an]105 example of a good thought out of 
rhythm.

Q.: Can you tell us a little more about the rhythm of the soul? 

Q.: What is the right rhythm between work and rest?



Q.: Is it true that animals have great sense of rhythm?

Q.: Can we say that the Rasul, living as a human being on 
earth, is the organ of cosmic self-consciousness?

Q.: Is the principle of the rhythm the same as the principle of 
capacity?

Q.: How can the rhythm of the soul be lost?



Q.: Could you explain the difference between instinct and 
intuition?

Q.: You say, when the soul is out of rhythm, then everything is 
wrong; how can the soul lose its rhythm?

Q.: It is by the law of rhythm that distinct form exists. What 
about inharmonious forms?















Q.: Can we say that the whole humanity is the92 factory, the 
outcome of which is the divine personality of Rasul?

Q.: To what class of brotherhood belongs the brotherhood of 
family bonds?



Q.: Is mysticism the best word107, when speaking of this 
universal message? If so, why?



Q.: The loosening118 of the bonds of family, is it that119 one of 
the things which makes120 modern life so unnatural?
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Cherags

siraj





Q.: Do you prefer three cherags in one service, or that each 
one should give a service in a different place at the same time?  

Q.: Would it be a good system if sermons and selected 
readings could be circulated through different places?



Q.: Is every cherag entitled to have the Religious Gathekas? 

Q.: Is it better to have the Universal Worship in two different 
places in a city? 

Q.: Is the religious teaching of children part of the work of the 
cherag?

Q.: Can cherags ordain? 











will













Q.: Can man change the will of God?  

Q.: Is tact an outcome of sympathy? 

Q.: Please explain more fully the second rhythm of the mind, 
what you mean gentle rhythm? 



Q.: Are the three qualities of the mind: quick, gentle and slow, 
outcome of the three Gunas? Gunas [means]60 the Rajah, 
Tama61 and62 Sattwa according to the Sanskrit?

Q.: What is the difference between magnetism and vibrations? 



Q.: How can one improve [a]65 very weak memory?



mureeds





Arabian Nights 









[Q.:(? )]7



Fikr

[Q.:]11 With which [leg]12 must one begin. Always with same 
leg13?

[Q.:]14 Twin died, can think of nothing else but his only 
interest in life is gone15

Unwilling21



Q.: [I am]30 discouraged with life, with 31fellow men, [I 
have]32 always tried to be friendly to all, [and have]33 received 
nothing but unkindness. [I find]34 life cold; [and]35 not 
worthwhile. What shall I do? 

I always have been disappointed in my life



[Q.:]53 Is there any concentration of 54 practice? 

[Q.:]57 How to erase that feeling of bitterness?



[Q.:]67 I feel I have not enough enthusiasm 68







Trimurti













Q.: Has God a clear consciousness of the outer world as a 
whole or only partial aspect through the human senses?

Q.: Are there degenerate human races as theosophy teaches?



Q.: Could you explain more about the triple, at the same time 
double aspect of things? 

Q.: Does pain and sorrow belong to the original being of God? 
Or does God experience it only at the surface of existence?  



Q.: Do we necessarily forget a thing when we have 
[assimilated]115 it?

Q.: But117 forgetting it means that there was nothing more to 
be learned?



Q.: Does the principle of variety hold good in time as the 
principle of the ever-new? 

Q.:126









Ishq Allah Mahbood 
Allah4













Q.: Can a person attain to the high spiritual realization only 
by love without meditation?
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Q.: Would it be good if one cherag gave an explanation of the 
inner meaning before beginning the service?

Q.: Is it advisable to have all the readings on one subject? 





























saheb-i-dil60







Q.: Are the things and beings of this plane perceived by the 
consciousness or93 higher planes of existence, for instance 
both conscious94?

[Q.:]95 Why do we for the sake of [non-]96physical 
experience97 need physical centres or chakras98?

Q.: Can you tell us if it is attention and the power of 
assimilation which forms together 103 intuition104?



Q.: 107 is the power of assimilation a capacity which can be 
developed?

Q.: Is one right to withhold one’s sympathy to an old friend in 
whom one comes to discover great faults?

Q.: Please, tell us something about that110 attraction, about111

fine and 112 dense?
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Kemal

Tassawuri16 Murshid





Q.: Listen intellectually to reap more benefit of Summer 
School35

[Q.:]36 All I do turn37 in my mind to selfish action, [I want to 
be unselfish.]38

















I am



Q.: Please, will you tell perhaps, is soul and spirit the same? 
Why this disharmony in man? [Is spirit more than 
intelligence? ]107

Q.: If our thoughts see clearer than our eyes, is this the reason 
we see108 people at a distance109? We idealize people 110 at a 
distance. Seeing the real person instead of the shadow here.

Q.: Have we not been created in order that we should attain 
perfection through strife?



Q.: If, as a child one has lived a great deal in a world of 
imagination, is it wrong to go on doing so? If so, how can one 
stop?

Q.: How do we perceive 112 the spirit of some substance? A 
stone? A pearl, after grinding it, is it only then that it reacts 
on others? Like it does in medicine?  

Q.: Is not vacuum unreal?
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Q.: Do you mean by soul qualities angelic quality, or is there 
a soul quality? What difference is there between the two?

Q.: Are not all virtues soul qualities?



Q.: Would it be possible and desirable to keep the innocence 
of childhood always?
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18[Q.: ? ]  



Q.: [When one repeats]22 five hundred times 23Wazifa, each 
time to concentrate upon 24thought?

Fazal



Jelal37 Jemal39

Wahhabo



Why [first deny and then establish the negative first]52 the 
positive first53 in Zikr

What does one deny in doing Zikr



Is meant by ‘this is not my body, this is not real self’, or 
‘this is not my body, my property’? 

Which is the best time for Qasab

What time is better68 for Fikar



What is the reason of it? 

Does it not depend upon the word of Fikar? 















Q.: Is not destruction rebirth?

Q.: Is it not spirit that makes the body?  
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4Q: For this year is the church the main activity? 



















imam



perhaps

perhaps









Bayat





Q.: How we get back magnetism when we lose it?



Q.: Is it the selfish person who is the robber of magnetism?  

Q.: Is much magnetism lost by speaking too low77 with too 
much 78 emphasis or with too high a pitch of voice?

Q.: How can you rob others of their magnetism?

Q.: Please give us [a definition of]83 spiritual magnetism?  



Q.: How can we know when we rob unconsciously?

Q.: Can one close one’s magnetism against a robber? Can one 
increase one’s magnetism?
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zikr

wazifa













Q.: Is it only concentration which strengthens the memory?



[Q.:] What number of hours is15 good number of hours of 
sleep?

Masnavi

[Q.:] Can anything else be taking18 for the memory?



Q.: Can one manage to send away a thought which continually 
comes back? 

[Q.:] I thought it is weakness of mind.

[Q.:] Then the cure of the mind is the will

[Q.:] When the [mind]32 cures the mind, where does the spirit 
come in? [For instance in healing? ]33



[Q.:] Mind only vehicle36



Murshid

mureeds.





wazifa

[Q.:]31 Might even have32







nafs







Ammara40

[Lawama]43

Mutmaina]51



Salima

I myself
what I am why I am so























Q.: Pure intelligence is not [possible]138 to any but the only 
being. But if it comes139 in the only140 141
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Q.: What value do you give imagination in comparison with 
will?



Q.: There again imagination is superior9, his thoughts still 
rule above his will, mind is the factor.

Q.: What is the way of strengthening the will? Is it by 
practices?

Q.: It must be guided by wisdom, not? 



Q.: How to bring the two together? 

Q.: He can always will what he wants? 

Q.: Then next time it is more powerful? 

Q.: But exercises made? 

Q.: There are instances when you find people with most10

powerful imaginations succeed, those having little willpower, 
and the contrary.



Q.: In both cases imagination is supreme? 











why



why, why,



sophia sophos57



[Q.: ? ]2 One can make a mistake . . . .3?

ill I am not
ill



[Q.?:] My question16





Q.: How to make children obey?

Q.: But there are moments that it35 will not obey.

Q.: When does that kingly time go? 





[Q.:  What was the first tone manifest56

Q.: Which came first, perception of number or perception of 
form?









Q.: Are there two kinds of exaltation: the inner, personal 
exaltation, and the external exaltation? Which is the one who 
gives the maximum elevation to the soul, or should one use 
both at the same time? 



Q.: Then would you begin by sensation to come to exaltation? 

Q.: I heard it said that there exists no being who does not wish 
for the hereafter. I am obliged to say that I have known 
someone who was in this case, who lived all his life in a 
manner logical to this conception and had no desire for the 
hereafter.













Sociétée 



Théosophique58?
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Q.: Is not the foundation of every spiritual movement, led by a 
majority of devotional types, people, as necessary as the stones 
in a building, where there are less wanted of intellectual and 
social value?



Q.: Can anyone lose his soul? 

Q.: It may have been that people first said, a lost soul. Out of 
that is made, he loses his soul.

Q.: Do we attract wrong, or does wrong attract us?



Q.: How to tune the heart to the keynote of the soul? 

Q.: ….. 1



Q.: Is the destination of man ...

Q.: What means Shariat, Tariqat, Haqiqat and Marifat? 

Q.: Zat and zifat are the known and the knower. Allah and 
Mohammed is as the sum total, could be said. Is Adam the 
same?

parusha
prakriti



Q.: Is Friday the 13th a bad day to start something new? Or is 
it an unhappy day, or specially good, or is it all unimportant? 

Q.: Is it unlucky to be a thirteenth child of the family? 

Q.: Was the war a will of majority or will of minority? 



Q.: Will you explain the meaning of the different ways to wear 
the sign of the winged heart? 

Q.: How can one develop intuition? 

Q.: What is a person’s rhythm? 





Q.: What to do if the rhythm of the mind is not in accordance 
to the rhythm of the body? 

Q.: How to be least blamed by the world? 













Q.: If I have well understood your philosophy of idea for31

religion, it seems to me that it starts from doubt, not making 
distinction between good and evil, sin and virtue, just32 and 
injustice. You seek [to establish]33, build34 a triangle system, 
by35 36 [gravity] and that37 you seek to find the centre of 
gravity.



Q.: What does Murshid mean exactly by the idea of God? This 
idea of the pair of opposites I can quite understand, but I think 
it is extremely difficult, to 44









imaginative thoughtful



























Q. In a case similar, what must you do? Must you pray before 
acting in a case of disease? The first movement is to cure; 
sometimes there happened46 difficulties.



mureed



Q.: How far is a mureed justified to tell about another 
mureed?





Q.: How to73 practise thought reading?

Q.: Did he lead a special life? 





Q.: How can we make God intelligible?





Q.: What is heaven?











Q.: What is meant by the saying of Christ: to abstain from vain 
repetitions in prayer?  

wazifa

Q.: Is it true that there cannot be development without pain?



Q.: Which is the way to control uncontrollable children? 

Q.: Why does God need prayers of us? 

Murshid question99: How to avoid fear? 



chela















Q.: How can you arrive to be in accordance with life?



Q.: If he64 wishes to improve one’s position in life, as65

everything depends upon66 other people, does one not run the 
risk of creating by that same action a worse situation for those 
who are near one? Particular67 for those for whom one has an 



affection? Example68: someone wishes to become very rich, 
and if he becomes extremely rich and everyone is in a sort of 
slavery towards him, whatever his particular69 70. This slavery 
will weigh very heavily upon him71.



Q.: What is the other way?
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